BPO TRAINING PROGRAM

Are you looking for a chance to develop your English Language skills, Soft skills and join one of the booming industries in Egypt?

Do you want to work in a professional corporate environment and get the international exposure experience of dealing with different nationalities?

The biggest national training program in Egypt, EDUEgypt Scholarship Program is announcing the opening of its registration for students’ enrollment.

EDUEgypt program gives you the opportunity to develop your skills and be able to join the booming and rewarding outsourcing industry, to gain a certificate accredited by both:

the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology

and Ministry of Higher Education.

Get trained by state of the art training methodologies and trainers and get a job through EDUEgypt’s annual job fair.

JOIN PHASE 8 OF EDUEgypt BPO TRAINING PROGRAM NOW!

All you need to do is complete the following two steps:

1) Fill-in the online application form at www.EDUEgypt.gov.eg
2) Apply in EDUEgypt office found in your respective University.

Submit an authentic (original) language proficiency certificate of Level 4 or above
(or a Minimum B1 on the CEFR Language certification system)

For more information:
Email us at: info_eduegypt@mcit.gov.eg
Visit us on: www.eduegypt.gov.eg